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Story

Animal magic and the whispering of trees

One step through the stone gate and Fiona is already in the magical Anderwald forest! Powerful animals

guard special treasures among the rustling leaves and whispering plants.

The Anderwald awakens

Incredible: in a misty clearing, a gate suddenly appears that only Fiona can see. Full of curiosity, she steps

through it and enters the Anderwald forest - a place full of adventure! There, Fiona meets a silver wolf who

introduces herself as her spirit animal and confides a great secret to the girl. But when glowing sparks

suddenly appear in the pitch-black sky, Fiona discovers that the forest and all its inhabitants are in danger

... 

The enchanting series opener full of emotion and magic

Fantasy adventure meets everyday school life, told in a light-hearted and exciting way by Julie Leuze.

This series opener for ages 8 and up combines the great world of emotions with the wondrous magic of

the forest. Strong, spirit-animals reflect a wide variety of personalities, giving the story great potential for

identification for young readers. Stefanie Klaßen's detailed illustrations with green spot colour bring the

Anderwald to life. For fans of A Girl Named Willow and Spirit Animals.
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